High-quality 3D reconstructions from endoscopy video play an important role in many clinical applications, including surgical navigation where they enable direct video-CT registration. While many methods exist for general multi-view 3D reconstruction, these methods often fail to deliver satisfactory performance on endoscopic video. Part of the reason is that local descriptors that establish pairwise point correspondences, and thus drive reconstruction, struggle when confronted with the texture-scarce surface of anatomy. Learning-based dense descriptors usually have larger receptive fields enabling the encoding of global information, which can be used to disambiguate matches. In this work, we present an effective self-supervised training scheme and novel loss design for dense descriptor learning. In direct comparison to recent local and dense descriptors on an in-house sinus endoscopy dataset, we demonstrate that our proposed dense descriptor can generalize to unseen patients and scopes, thereby largely improving the performance of Structure from Motion (SfM) in terms of model density and completeness. We also evaluate our method on a public dense optical flow dataset and a smallscale SfM public dataset to further demonstrate the effectiveness and generality of our method. The source code is available at https://github.com/lppllppl920/ DenseDescriptorLearning-Pytorch.
Introduction
Background. In computer vision, correspondence estimation aims to find a match between 2D points in image space and corresponding 3D locations. Many potential applications rely on this fundamental task, such as Structure from Motion (SfM), Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), image retrieval, and image-based localiza-tion. In particular, SfM and SLAM have been shown to be effective for endoscopy-based surgical navigation [19] , video-CT registration [14] , and lesion localization [38] . These successes rely on the fact that SfM and SLAM estimate a sparse 3D structure of the observed scene as well as the camera's trajectory from unlabeled video, simultaneously.
The advantages of SLAM and SfM are complementary. In applications that require real-time estimation, e.g. surgical navigation, SLAM provides a computationally efficient framework for correspondence estimation. Robust camera tracking requires a dense 3D reconstruction estimated from previous frames, but computational constraints usually limit SLAM to local optimization. This often leads to drifting errors, especially when the trajectory loop is not evident. On the other hand, SfM prioritizes high density and accuracy for the sparse 3D structure. This is due to the timeconsuming global optimization used in the bundle adjustment, which limits SfM to applications where offline estimation is acceptable.
In video-CT registration, a markerless approach relies on correspondence estimation to provide a sparse reconstruction and the camera trajectory from the video. The reconstruction is then registered to the CT surface model with a registration algorithm [31] . This requires SfM since it relies on a dense and accurate 3D reconstruction. The accuracy of the estimated camera trajectory is also crucial so that the camera pose of each video frame aligns with the CT surface model. However, when estimating camera trajectory from endoscopic video, typical SfM or SLAM pipeline fails to produce a high-quality reconstruction or accurate camera trajectory. Recent work aims to mitigate this shortcoming through procedural changes in the video capture, which we discuss below. In this work, we focus on developing a more effective feature descriptor, which is used in the feature extraction and matching module of the pipeline, to substantially increase the density of extracted correspondences (cf. Fig. 1 ).
Related Work. A local descriptor consists of a feature vector computed from an image patch, whose size and orientation are usually determined by a keypoint detector, such as Harris [9] , FAST [28] , and DoG [17] . The handcrafted local descriptor SIFT [17] has been arguably the most popular feature descriptor for correspondence estimation and related tasks. In recent years, advanced variants of SIFT have been proposed, such as RootSIFT [1] , RootSIFT-PCA [3] , and DSP-SIFT [6] . Some of these outperform the SIFT descriptor in tasks such as fundamental matrix estimation [2] , pair-wise feature matching, and multi-view reconstruction [30] . Additionally, learning-based local descriptors have grown in popularity with the advent of deep learning, with recent examples being L2-Net [35] , GeoDesc [18] , and HardNet [21] . Though learning-based methods have outperformed hand-crafted ones in many areas of computer vision, advanced variants of SIFT continue to perform on par with or better than their learning-based local descriptors [2, 30] .
Several dense descriptors have been proposed, such as DAISY [36] , UCN [5] , and POINT 2 [15] . Compared with local descriptors, which follow a detect-and-describe approach [7] , dense descriptors extract image information without using a keypoint detector to find specific locations for feature extraction. As a result, dense descriptors have higher computation efficiency than local descriptors in applications that require dense matching. They also avoid the possibility of repeated keypoint detection [7] . On the other hand, learning-based dense descriptors typically show better performance compared with hand-crafted ones. This is because Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) can encode and fuse high-level context and low-level texture information more effectively than manual rules given enough training data. Our method belongs to the category of learningbased dense descriptors. There are also works that jointly learn a dense descriptor and a keypoint detector, such as SuperPoint [?] and D2-Net [7] , or learn a keypoint detector that improves the performance of a local descriptor, such as GLAMpoints [?] .
In the field of endoscopy, researchers have applied SfM and SLAM to video from various anatomy, including sinus [14] , stomach [38] , abdomen [8, 19] , and oral cavity [26] . Popular SfM pipelines such as COLMAP [29] and SLAM systems such as ORB-SLAM [23] usually do not achieve satisfactory results in endoscopy without further improvement. Several challenges stand in the way of successful correspondence estimation in endoscopic video. First, tissue deformation, as in video from a colonoscopy, violates the static scene assumption in these pipelines. To mitigate this issue, researchers have proposed SLAM-based methods that tolerate scene deformation [13, 33] . Second, the textures in endoscopy are often smooth and repetitive, which makes the sparse matching with local descriptors error-prone. Widya et al. [38] proposed spreading IC dye in the stomach to manually add texture to the surface, increasing the matching performance of local descriptors. This leads to denser and more complete reconstructions. Qiu et al. [26] use a laser projector to project patterns on the surface of the oral cavity to add more textures to improve the performance of a SLAM system. However, introducing additional procedures as above is usually not desired by surgeons because it will interrupt the original workflow. Therefore, instead of adding textures, we develop a dense descriptor that works well on the texture-scarce surface to replace the original local descriptors in these systems.
Contributions. First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that applies learning-based dense descriptors to the task of multi-view reconstruction in endoscopy. Second, we present an effective self-supervised training scheme which includes a novel loss called Relative Response Loss that can train a high-precision dense descriptor with the learning style of keypoint localization. The proposed training scheme outperforms the popular hard negative mining strategy used in various learning-based descriptors [5, 4, 21] . For evaluation, we have conducted extensive comparative studies on the task of pair-wise feature matching and SfM on a sinus endoscopy dataset, pair-wise feature matching on the KITTI Flow 2015 dataset [20] , and SfM on a small-scale natural scene dataset [34] .
Methods
In this section, we describe our self-supervised training scheme for dense descriptor learning, which includes overall network architecture, training scheme, custom layers, loss design, and a dense feature matching method.
Overall Network Architecture. As shown in Fig. 2 , the training network is a two-branch Siamese network. The input is a pair of color images, which are used as source and target. The training goal is, given a keypoint location in the source image, finding the correct corresponding keypoint location in the target image. A SfM method [14] with SIFT is applied to video sequences to estimate the sparse 3D reconstructions and camera poses. The groundtruth point correspondences are then generated by projecting the sparse 3D reconstructions onto the image planes using the estimated camera poses. The dense feature extraction module is a fully convolutional DenseNet [12] which takes in a color image and output a dense descriptor map that has the same resolution as the input image and the length of the feature descriptor as the channel dimension. The descriptor map is L2-normalized along the channel dimension to increase the generalizability [37] . For each source keypoint location, the corresponding descriptor is sampled from the source descriptor map. Using the descriptor of the source keypoint as a 1×1 convolution kernel, a 2D convolution is performed on Figure 1 . Qualitative comparison of SfM performance in endoscopy. The figure shows the performance of different descriptors on the task of SfM on the same sinus endoscopy video sequence. The comparison descriptors are ours, UCN [5] trained with recently proposed Hardest Contrastive Loss [4] on endoscopy data, HardNet++ [21] fined-tuned with endoscopy data, and SIFT [17] . The first row shows the same video frame and the reprojection of the corresponding sparse 3D reconstruction from SfM. The second row displays the sparse reconstructions and relevant statistics; the number in the first row of each image is the number of points in the reconstruction; the two numbers in the second row of each image are the number of registered views and the total number of views in the sequence. The red points are those not visible in the showed frame. The yellow points are in the field of view of the displayed frame but reconstructed by other frames. The triangulation of blue points in the figure involves the displayed frame. the target descriptor map in the Point-of-interest (POI) Conv Layer [15] . The computed heatmap represents the similarity between the source keypoint location and every location on the target image. The network is trained with proposed Relative Response Loss (RR) to force the heatmap to present high response only at the groundtruth target location. The idea of converting the problem of descriptor learning to keypoint localization is proposed by Liao et al. [15] , which was originally used to solve the problem of X-ray-CT 2D-3D registration.
Point-of-Interest (POI) Conv Layer. This layer is used to convert the problem of descriptor learning to key-point localization [15] . For a pair of source and target input images, a pair of dense descriptor maps, F s and F t , are generated from the feature extraction module. The size of an input image and a descriptor map are 3 × H × W and C × H × W , respectively. For a descriptor at the source keypoint location x s , the corresponding feature descriptor, F s (x s ), is extracted with the nearest neighbor sampling, which could be changed to other sampling methods if needed. The size of the descriptor is C × 1 × 1. By treating the sampled feature descriptor as a 1×1 convolution kernel, the 2D convolution operation is performed on F t to generate a target heatmap, M t , storing the similarity between the source descriptor and every target descriptor in F t .
Relative Response Loss (RR). The loss is proposed with the intuition that a target heatmap should present a high response at the groundtruth target keypoint location and the responses at other locations should be suppressed as much as possible. Besides, we do not want to assume any prior knowledge on the response distribution of the heatmap to preserve the potential of multimodal distribution to respect the matching ambiguity of challenging cases. To this end, we propose to maximize the ratio between the response at the groundtruth location and the summation of all responses of the heatmap. Mathematically, it is defined as,
a scale factor σ is applied to the heatmap M t to enlarge the value range which was [−1, 1]. A spatial softmax is then calculated at the groundtruth location x t of the scaled heatmap, where the denominator is the summation of all elements of the scaled heatmap. The logarithm operation is used to speed up the convergence. We observe that, by only penalizing the value at the groundtruth location after spatial softmax operation, the network learns to reduce the response at the other locations and increase the response at the groundtruth location effectively. We compare the feature matching and SfM performance of dense descriptors trained with different common loss designs that are originally for the task of keypoint localization in the Experiments section. A qualitative comparison of target heatmaps generated by different dense descriptors is shown in Fig. 3 . Dense Feature Matching. For each source keypoint location in the source image, a corresponding target heatmap is generated with the method above. The location with the largest response value in the heatmap is selected as the estimated target keypoint location. The descriptor at the estimated target keypoint location then performs the same operation on the source descriptor map to estimate the source keypoint location. Because of the characteristics of dense matching, the traditional mutual nearest neighbor criterion used in the pair-wise feature matching of a local descriptor is too strict. We relax the criterion by accepting the match as long as the estimated source keypoint location is within the vicinity of the original source keypoint location, which we call cycle consistency criterion. The computation of dense matching can be parallelized on modern GPU by treating all sampled source descriptors as a kernel with the size of N × L × 1 × 1; N is the number of query source keypoint locations used as the output channel dimension; L is the length of the feature descriptor used as the input channel dimension of a standard 2D convolution operation.
Experiments
We evaluate our proposed method on three datasets. Sinus endoscopy dataset is used to evaluate the performance of local and dense descriptors on the task of pair-wise feature matching and SfM in endoscopy. KITTI Flow 2015 dataset [20] is used to evaluate the performance of dense descriptors on the task of pair-wise feature matching in natural scenes. A small-scale dataset with a collection of building photos [34] is used to evaluate the performance of local and dense descriptors on the task of SfM in natural scenes. All experiments are conducted on a workstation with 4 NVIDIA Tesla M60 GPUs, each with 8 GB memory, and the method is implemented using PyTorch [24] .
Evaluation on Sinus Endoscopy. The dataset consists of video data collected from 8 patients and 2 cadavers. The overall duration is around 30 minutes. For the ease of experiments, all images are downsampled to 256 × 320 pixels during both training and testing. For our method, we use a light-weight version of Fully Convolutional DenseNet (FC-DenseNet) [12] with 32 layers and filter growth rate of 10. The length of the output descriptor is 256; the overall number of parameters is 0.53 million. The model is trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent with the cyclic learning For each dense descriptor, a target heatmap, as shown in the last three columns, is generated from the POI Conv Layer. To visualize the contrast better, the displayed heatmap is normalized with spatial softmax operation and then with the maximum value of the processed heatmap. The numbers shown in the last three columns are the pixel errors between the estimated target keypoint locations and the groundtruth ones. The fourth column shows the results of UCN [5] trained with recent Hardest Contrastive Loss on the endoscopy dataset. The model in the fifth column is trained with the same method as ours except that the training loss is Softargmax [11] and BCE instead of the proposed Relative Response Loss. The results show that our method produces fewer high responses, which leads to better matching accuracy. Table 2 . Evaluation of SfM performance in endoscopy. We compare the SfM results of 9 sequences from the 3 testing patients. The SfM results are generated by the descriptors whose names are on the first column. We compare the SfM performance of local and dense descriptors. Starting from the first descriptor, these are SIFT [17] , DSP-SIFT [6] , RootSIFT-PCA [3] , HardNet++ [21] fine-tuned with the endoscopy dataset, UCN trained with Contrastive Loss (UCN-C) [5] , UCN trained with Hardest Contrastive Loss (UCN-HC) [4] , replacing the proposed RR with Softargmax [11] , replacing RR with Softargmax and BCE, replacing RR with spatial softmax and BCE [10] , RR and Softargmax, and the proposed training scheme with RR. Each number in the first row represents the number of frames in each sequence. In the following rows, for each sequence and each method, three numbers from left to right are the number of registered views, the number of sparse points, and the average track length of sparse points. It shows that the proposed method (RR) obtains the most number of registered views in all sequences and the densest reconstructions for most of the sequences. SIFT or RootSIFT-PCA achieve highest average track length in all sequences. rate [32] ranging from 1.0e-4 to 1.0e-3. The scale factor σ used in the Relative Response Loss is empirically set to 20.0. Data from 5 patients and 1 cadaver are used for training; the other cadaver is used for validation; the remaining 3 patients are for testing. Because our evaluation focuses on the loss design, for fairness, we use the same network architecture described above for all dense descriptors to extract features. All models are trained until the performance on the validation data stops improving. The evaluation results of pair-wise feature matching are shown in Table 1 .
To measure the accuracy of feature matching, we use the percentage of correct keypoints (PCK) with three thresholds, which are 5, 10 and 20 pixels. The matching is determined as correct if the detected target keypoint location is within a specified number of pixels. The results show that our proposed training scheme for the dense descriptor outperforms competing methods for dense descriptor learning, which are Contrastive Loss in [5] and Hardest Contrastive Loss in [4] . Besides, since we convert the problem of descriptor learning to keypoint localization, we also evaluate the performance of several loss functions used in keypoint localization by training the proposed network with these instead of Relative Response Loss. For the proposed method, generating and matching a pair of dense descriptor maps under the current setting takes about 37ms. To evaluate the performance of local and dense descriptors on the task of SfM in endoscopy, we use a simple SfM pipeline [14] which takes in pair-wise feature matches, uses Hierarchical Multi-Affine [25] for geometric verification, and global bundle adjustment [22] for optimization. Pair-wise feature matches are estimated in all image pairs whose interval is within 30 frames. For all local descriptors, DoG [17] is used to extract keypoint locations in both source and target images for sparse feature matching with mutual nearest neighbor (MNN) as the matching criterion. For dense descriptors, DoG is used to extract keypoint locations in only source images and dense matching is performed on the target images for these detected candidate keypoint locations in the source images. The false matches are ruled out using the cycle consistency criterion described in the Dense Feature Matching subsection. Because of the texture smoothness of endoscopy, we change the hyperparameters of DoG so that more candidate keypoint locations can be detected. The number of layers in each octave is 8; the contrast threshold is 5.0e −5 ; the edge threshold is 100.0; the standard deviation of the Gaussian applied to the image at the first octave is 1.1. All hand-crafted descriptors use the parameter setting recommended by the original authors. The SfM results are shown in Table 2 . Note that we build an image patch dataset from SfM results in endoscopy using the same method as [18] to fine-tune the HardNet++ [21] for a fair comparison, which does have better performance compared with the pre-trained model released by the authors. [20] . The optical flow estimates from three dense descriptors for the same source-target image pair are shown in this figure. The descriptors are our method, UCN-HC [4] , and the proposed method trained with Softargmax [11] instead of RR. The numbers shown in each image in the second column represent the putative match ratio, precision, and matching score of the optical flow estimates. We use the cycle consistency criterion with 6px threshold to rule out potential false matches. The images in the first column are source, target, and groundtruth dense optical flow map, where black values mean there are no valid measurements. The second column shows the dense optical flow estimates, where the black pixels include those with no groundtruth measurements or ruled out with cycle consistency criterion.
Evaluation on KITTI Flow 2015 [20] . In this evaluation, we evaluate the performance of dense descriptors on the task of optical flow estimation. First, we estimate the Matching Score = #Inliner Matches #Features . The #Inlier Matches is the number of matches where the distance between the estimated target keypoint location and the groundtruth target location is within 10 pixels. The #Features is equal to the number of pixels in an image. We also evaluate the Putative Match Ratio = #Putative Matches #Features and Precision = #Inlier Matches #Putative Matches [30] . The match is determined as putative if it passes the cycle consistency criterion. We follow the same training protocol as [5] , where 1000 point correspondences are randomly selected for each image pair in the KITTI dataset and fixed during training. The models trained with the proposed Relative Response Loss, Softargmax loss [11] , Contrastive Loss [5] , and Hardest Contrastive Loss [4] , respectively, are evaluated. To evaluate the performance of different loss designs, we train all models with the same network architecture for feature extraction. We use FC-DenseNet with 38 layers and filter growth rate of 16. The overall number of parameters is 1.68 million. Other parameter settings are the same as the evaluation in endoscopy. The images are downsampled by a factor of 2 during training. Two top-performing results of the comparison methods presented in [5] are cited here. An example of dense optical flow estimates from different trained models is shown in Fig. 4 . The quantitative evaluation results are shown in Table 3 .
Evaluation on Multi-view Stereo 2008 [34] . The Table 3 . Evaluation of optical flow estimation on KITTI Flow 2015 [20] . DaisyFF [39] and DM [27] use global optimization to estimate a dense optical flow map between a pair of images.
The last four methods are introduced in Table 2 . It shows that, by removing unconfident matches using cycle consistency criterion with 6 pixels as the threshold, our method achieves marginally lower precision than UCN-HC, whereas UCN-HC has lower putative match ratio than ours. Our method obtains the highest matching score among the last four methods. Note that we assume the first two methods do not discard any matches, which is why the putative match ratios are shown as 100.
dataset consists of several small-scale sequences where the same building is captured from different viewpoints within each sequence. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method on the task of SfM in natural scenes and compare it with the hand-crafted local descriptors. Our model is trained with the SfM results of gerrard-hall, personal-hall, and south-building, which were released by the author of COLMAP [29] . We use FC-DenseNet with 32 layers and filter growth rate as 16. The overall number of parameters is 1.26 million. Other parameter settings are the same as the evaluation in endoscopy. All images for training and testing are downsampled to 256 × 320. All descriptors use the DoG keypoint detector with the same parameter setting as the evaluation in endoscopy. The evaluation results are shown in Table 4 . Most experiments are conducted on the same SfM pipeline [14] as in endoscopy. SIFT and DSP-SIFT are also evaluated with COLMAP.
Discussion
Intuition on the Performance Difference of Various Training Schemes for Dense Descriptor Learning. We attribute the performance difference between our method and UCN-HC to the different strategies of training data sampling. For UCN-HC, given a positive point pair, one hardest negative point is obtained in a minibatch for each of the points in the pair to calculate the negative loss. A diameter threshold is also set to avoid mining points that are too close to the positive point. A positive margin threshold and negative margin threshold is also set to avoid penalizing positive pairs that are close enough or negative pairs that are far enough. There are several potential problems with this setting. First, the strategy of hardest sample selection, which was also used similarly in the local descriptor training [21] , could potentially lead to training instability, which was also mentioned by the original authors in their Github repository. Because for each iteration of training, only the hardest negative samples in a minibatch provide gradients to the network training with other samples being ignored, the gradient direction may not be helpful to these ignored Entry (10) Fountain ( Table 4 . Evaluation of SfM performance on Multi-view Stereo 2008 [34] . Though the scene variation between the training and testing dataset is large, our method (RR) still performs comparably against the hand-crafted local descriptors. However, compared with endoscopy, we do observe a larger amount of false matches in the pair-wise feature matching phase. This potentially means a dense descriptor needs a larger amount of training data or a limited receptive field to avoid overfitting when the scene variation is large. To test the hypothesis, we train another model, which is RR-SG, with 4 times smaller receptive field and gray image as input and similar number of parameters to RR. It shows that RR-SG produces denser reconstructions in three out of four sequences. This might mean, compared with RR-SG, RR overfits to the high-level context information to a larger degree. Compared with the SfM pipeline in [14] , COLMAP has more stable performance in terms of the completeness of the camera trajectory but usually smaller number of sparse points. This observation is similar to the results in [29] , where they compared COLMAP with other SfM pipelines. It is probably due to the stricter inlier criteria of COLMAP.
samples. This could potentially lead to training oscillation where hardest samples jump among different samples but the network never converges to the optimal solution. The results of instability can be found in Fig. 3 , where many high responses are scattered in the heatmap. Second, the manually specified diameter and margin thresholds could also lead to a suboptimal solution. Because samples that are within the diameter of a selected sample are not considered as negative ones, the network will never try to push nearby samples away from the selected one. Therefore, this limits the matching precision of the descriptor. This again can be observed in Fig. 3 , where the high-response clusters around the groundtruth target locations appear to be wider than our proposed method. The margin thresholds in the loss design also remove the possibility of further pushing away negative samples from the positive ones and pulling positive pairs closer, which could be another reason for obtaining such heatmaps. As a comparison, in our method, for each sampled point in the source image, all points in the target image are observed in one training iteration. Only the groundtruth target point is considered a positive point and all other points are considered negative ones. This avoids the oscillation related to the descriptor distance between the selected source point and all points in the target image. The reason why this training scheme will not suffer from the problem of data imbalance is due to the proposed Relative Response Loss (RR). The goal of RR is to make the ratio between the response at the groundtruth target location and the summation of all responses in the target image as high as possible. By doing this, the network will try to suppress all responses except the one at the target groundtruth location. It does not assume any prior distribution of the response heatmap and conveys the goal of precise feature matching clearly, which we believe improves the expressivity of the network.
We have also evaluated some common losses used in the task of keypoint localization, such as spatial softmax + BCE and Softargmax [11] . Spatial softmax + BCE is used for heatmap regression so that the network produces a similar heatmap as the groundtruth one. However, because the groundtruth distribution is usually assumed to be Gaussian with a manually specified standard deviation, this limits the expressivity of the network in cases where Gaussian distribution is not optimal. This can be observed in the third row in Fig. 3 , where the model trained with Softargmax + BCE tries to infer a Gaussian-like distribution around the groundtruth location. As a comparison, the learned descriptor in our proposed method naturally produces high response along the edge of the surface, which is where the most ambiguities come from. Besides, BCE also suffers from the data imbalance problem for the case where positive and negative samples are highly unbalanced, which is also observed in [16] . Softargmax converts the task of keypoint localization to a position regression task where the network tries to produce a heatmap so that the centroid of the heatmap is close to the groundtruth target location. However, this suffers from the fact that any distribution where the centroid is equal to the target location will not be further penalized. Therefore, Softargmax makes the network easily trapped in suboptimal solutions of learning a discriminative descriptor, whereas there are no such training ambiguities in RR. Though this ambiguity can be reduced by combining Softargmax with BCE, the performance is still worse than RR, as observed in Table 1 and 2, because of the unimodal distribution assumption.
Local Descriptor vs. Learning-based Dense Descriptor. We observe that learning-based dense descriptors usually perform better than local descriptors in the experiments related to SfM in sinus endoscopy. We attribute this to two reasons. First, local descriptors usually need a keypoint detector, such as DoG [17] , to detect candidate keypoints before sparse feature matching. The lack of repeatability in the keypoint detector makes many true matches unable to be found because either source or target locations for these matches are not detected as candidate keypoints in the keypoint detection phase. As observed in [7] , the unstable detection is because the detector usually uses low-level information, which is often significantly affected by changes such as viewpoint and illumination. Second, the smooth and repetitive textures in endoscopy make it challenging for the local descriptors that have a limited receptive field to find correct matches even if all points in the true matches are detected by the keypoint detector. On the other hand, learning-based dense descriptors do not rely on the keypoint detector to produce repeatable keypoint locations and have a larger receptive field.
Compared with local descriptors, dense descriptors also have disadvantages. First, a dense descriptor is more memory-demanding. This is because, to parallelize the dense matching procedure with many keypoint locations, the descriptors need to be organized in the form described in the Dense Feature Matching subsection. This requires memory to store a response target heatmap for each source keypoint location before the target location is estimated from the heatmap. Though a sparse matching can also be performed with a dense descriptor, the performance will degrade because of the reliance on a repeatable keypoint detector. Therefore, the practical usage of a dense descriptor on a low-cost embedded system is limited. Second, learning-based dense descriptors seem to be more overfitting-prone compared with learning-based local descriptors. This is because the dense descriptor network relies on both high-level and low-level image information to generate a descriptor map. Because high-level information, presumably, has more variation compared with lowlevel texture information that learning-based local descriptors only need, more training data is probably needed for a dense descriptor. The reason why dense descriptors seem to generalize well in endoscopy could be due to the lower anatomical variation compared with the variation in natural scenes.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose an effective self-supervised training scheme with a novel loss design for the learningbased dense descriptor. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that applies a learning-based dense descriptor to endoscopy for multi-view reconstruction. We evaluate our method on both endoscopy and natural scene dataset on the task of pair-wise feature matching and SfM, where our proposed method outperforms other local and dense descriptors on a sinus endoscopy dataset and outperforms recent dense descriptors in a dense optical flow public dataset. The extensive comparison study helps to gain more insights on the difference between local and dense descriptors, and the effects of different loss designs on the overall performance of a dense descriptor. Because SfM is an offline method, it is not able to support real-time localization and mapping. We plan to extend this work to incorporate a learning-based dense descriptor into an existing SLAM system in the future to make it more accurate and robust for surgical navigation in endoscopy. We also plan to adopt a bootstrapping training method to train the dense descriptor because of the observation that a descriptor model trained with sparse SfM results helps the SfM estimate denser reconstructions from both testing and training sequences.
